
Central
Part of the eProphet Back Office System 

Overview
eProphet's Central system is the primary data warehouse that integrates 
the various modules of the eProphet system. Central is designed to 
remove the duplication of shared data and contains many of the day to 
day functions such as Open, Close, Online diary and calendar, internal 
memo's, projected sales, daypart sales and sales ledger reporting.

Features 
> Comprehensive sales ledger for tracking every aspect of store sales 
history.

> Store tasks can be assigned and tracked for one off and recurring jobs 
to be completed by the shift manager.

> Colour coded calendar to record holidays, events, promotions and notes 
that pertain to the operation of the store.

> Online diary in "rich text" format. Ability to easily write notes and record 
information to be read by all users. 

> Party booking system to record upcoming birthday parties at the store.

> Memo system that acts as an internal email for all eProphet users at the 
store. Memo's can be sent to individuals, a group or all users of the 
system improving internal communications and allowing for more efficient 
follow-up.

> Accurate projected sales are easily created from historical day part 
sales utilising an easy to use wizard format.

> Day part sales are automatically downloaded every 15 minutes with no 
user intervention and can be reported in 15 minute, 30 minute, hourly 
and shift format.

> A web enabled menu that can be used to display live web content from 
within eProphet, such as store updates.

> A highly configurable store trading hours calendar.

> A range of extensive sales reports to help analyse and review store 
sales trends over time and store sales area.

> eProphet user accounts can be managed for employees through the 
System Access Control tool.
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A range of tools and reporting to manage your store's back office.

Benefits
Comprehensive Reporting. All sales ledger, tasks, diary, party booking, 
cash handling and snapshot reports are easily accessed for on screen 
viewing or printing.

Simplified System Open/Close. Open and Close options are presented 
in an easy to use checklist format so that these processes are 
completed accurately without missing important steps. After each option 
has been completed it is time stamped, eliminating any uncertainty of 
what step is next should the user be sidetracked with shift 
responsibilities.

System Access Control. This process is pre configured and can be 
maintained and altered only by your nominated administrator. System 
access control provides a login system removing the need for extensive 
passwords and only permitting access to certain parts of the system to 
specific users.

Integrated and Data Interchange. Information recorded in central is 
accessed by relevant modules so that processes are not duplicated and  
data integrity is improved.

Efficiency. Well-designed entry screens, automatic download and 
systematic processes allow for information to be recorded seamlessly.

Accountability. Regulated access levels combined with process logging 
by user, provides a superior means of control and follow-up on work 
performed in the system.

Communication. Diary, Memo, Calendar and Tasks provide effective 
and efficient means of communicating relevant store information to 
owners and managers.

Technical Aspects
Only available to eProphet users.

eProphet Central internet enabled functionality requires an approved 
broadband internet connection.


